
In this edition of Speak Out, look for our articles 
on our takes on the current situations. In my article 
about boredom in lockdown, you’re sure to learn 
about how best this free time can be spent in the 
future. Or take a look at Josh’s article about the 
role of social media in the past few months and 
how it has been a positive influence. Take a look 
at Alice’s article concerning the Black Lives Matter 
movement. 

Also in the edition, we get to learn about The 
Three-Body Problem by Liu Cixin, in Callum’s 
book review exploring this sci-fi novel. For all those 
following the series, a new chapter of “A Haunting 
Pursuit” is here and ready for you to continue the 
saga. Written by Felicity, the story is not all you’ll 
find from her as you can learn about VASL through 
young people’s experiences with the local charity. 
Flick through and read Mei’s take on the cultural 
effects of Covid-19 on the fashion industry. We 
also have an update on the Traveller community 
and how through these difficult times, HCYC has 
managed to continue helping them.  

What’s more look for the article about the 
inspirational friendship of Stanley and Milosz.
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Vox Pops
By The Speak Out Team 

How have you been helping in your community during lockdown? The Speak Out Team asked 39 young people what theyhave been doing to help in their community. These are the results...

Social action is when you proactively make a 
positive contribution to help a cause. This can be 
a small or big gesture for any-sized cause, like 
doing something good for your community. There 
are so many ways that we can act, for example:  
volunteering for a local charity in your local area. 
You can search online for opportunities just by 
typing “volunteering near me” or go to https://
www.harborough.gov.uk/info/20005/jobs/183/
volunteering. A relatively small gesture makes 
a huge difference, such as litter-picking. If you 
would like to help pick up litter contact the Market 
Harborough Environmental Group https://twitter.
com/MHEG_Harborough. Offering to help elderly 
or vulnerable people in your community makes 
such a difference to their lives. Advice and lists of 
organisations to get in touch with can be found 
here: https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/stress-
anxiety-depression/loneliness-in-the-elderly-
how-to-help/.

Social action is about you caring for your 
community, neighbours, friends, family or 
environment. Anything from signing a petition to 
giving your time volunteering for various causes. 

For other ideas visit https://www.iwill.org.uk/ 

Social Action
By The Speak Out Team

Local hero, Stanley of a Market Harborough 
primary school, has wowed his family, 
friends, school and local community with his 
recent act of kindness. Stanley’s brave and 
inspirational classmate, Milosz, suffers from 
Myotubular Myopathy, a rare genetic muscle 
condition which causes muscle weakness and 
dangerously affects breathing and swallowing. 
Unfortunately, due to COVID-19, charity-based 
funds were drastically reduced, so £6,700 for 
his essential new wheelchair were unavailable 
and needed to be sourced privately. 

Milosz’s friend Stanley would not accept the 
possibility of his buddy starting secondary 
school without his wheelchair and thought of 
possible ways he could help. He decided to 
run a mile every day for 26 days, starting 26th 
May. Stanley set up a GoFundMe page with a 
target of £250, which had a truly overwhelming 
response. Generous donations came rolling in, 
initially from friends and family, but the cause 
soon escalated and more and more local 
strangers were kindly donating too! After just 
a few days, Stanley increased his target twice 
thanks to his commitment and the amazing 
Harborough District community and soon the 
new target of £2,700 was exceeded! Then the 
donation page closed, whilst Stanley continued 
to run every day, in all weathers despite the odd 
injury. 

On his final mile on day 26, he was joined by his 
friends, family and teachers who are all so proud 
of him, cheering him on (maintaining social 
distancing rules of course) and celebrating 
Milosz having the funds for his new wheelchair. 

For more information on Milosz’s condition, 
please visit https://myotubulartrust.org - the 
site also has a donation page for the trust. It is a 
very small charity, doing great things and ANY 
donations will make a difference.

Marathon 4 Milosz 
By Alice Shannon

Background artwork by Elise Norton
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Emily Trinder

Rachel Bremner

Daisy Evans

Joseph Walton

Brooke Styles

Lidia Wood Garzon

Luke Armstrong 

Ben Williams 

 Joshua Holloway

Daisy Cook

Sophie Cullen

Taylor Height 

Holly Glaysher  

WINNER - Harriet Langley

Lucia Morris Winter

Sophie Bonsignore

Daisy Cook

Anya Hume
Nuala Hynes

Matt Cliff

It’s time to start 
something new and 
trust the magic of 
beginnings.

Life is short.  
Spend it with people    
who make you  
   laugh and love.

Welland Park Academy
We set a competition/task for year 7 at Welland Park 
Academy to come up with some artwork based around Social 
Action. We had some wonderful artwork entered and it was 
very difficult to choose a winner but we felt Harriet Langley 
fulfilled the brief with a great drawing of the globe balancing 
on one finger. We have used other entries throughout the 
magazine which makes it look fantastic. A massive ‘Thank 
You’ to all who entered. There is some amazing artistic talent 
out there! ‘Thank You’ to Mrs Stewart-Nash  for making this 
happen. Our Speak Out magazine is looking FANTASTIC!! 



“Build back better.” This is the clarion call surging 
through this proud, fantastical, flawed industry. This 
is a chance. 

Fashion is a business so often depicted as a 
damaging frivolity. And it can be. It’s an industry 
seemingly fast-tracking itself to ecological and 
societal destruction. Large-scale problems include: 
lack of cultural representation and sensitivity; 
unsustainability and unethical practices.  

But what remains is people fighting for change, for 
a better future - sometimes it feels like for any future 
at all. The question on everyone’s lips is: what 
happens next? 

In the immediate sense, scrubs are where it’s 
at. Phoebe English, Bethany Williams and Holly 
Fulton, alongside Cozette McCreery, have founded 
the Emergency Design Network, a “volunteer-led 
enterprise” to produce key personal protective 
equipment (PPE) for hospitals and care workers. 
The voluntary production sites include the homes 
of costume designers and self-taught sewers, even 
the Burberry factory. This is social action at its finest 
- evidencing the potent sense of co-operation that 
fashion urgently needs. If this community spirit can 
endure, then fashion - that queen of reinvention - 
can change for the better. Can’t it?

 

Recalibration is being mapped out: in an open 
letter by designer Dries Van Noten calling for  
re-examination; calls from leading creatives for 
an end to incessant consumerism. How do we 
help? How do we change? That’s what people are 
asking, and they’re listening.

Because fashion can still be culture-defining – still 
be subversive, still be extraordinary. Such artistry, 
a fanatical, prevailing passion for it. In the words 
of Lynn Jaeger, it’s “a kind of self-preservation, 
a form of heartfelt rebellion.” This needs to 
survive, and it has. For centuries, whatever’s 
occurred, however horrible the world inside your 
head or outside your front door is, people have 
dressed up. It is a statement of intent, of resilience 
and perseverance, of hope. Jaeger explains 
that dressing up “is something I can control, 
something that keeps me sane, something that 
makes me feel alive. If you love fashion, you do 
not stop loving it in the face of adversity.”

Overall, no, the future won’t be entirely rosy. The 
fragility of the economic ecosystem will continue to 
strike fashion industries, and the flaws embedded 
within the business cut deep. But this “heartfelt 
rebellion” needs to survive. With this compassion, 
resilience and endurance of creativity, it might just 
thrive.

By Mei Kawagoe

Asking for help is not a sign of weakness.

Background artwork by Harriet Langley

Fashion: Adversity,  
Industry and Creativity

Active Harborough and Learning South 
Leicestershire School Sports Partnerships are 
working together to develop a ‘Return to Wellbeing 
Series’. The series will focus on supporting 
children’s mental health needs when lockdown 
is gradually lifted and they return to school. 
There has been a spike in the number of people 
presenting with mental health difficulties during 
the pandemic across all ages and severities. 
This project aims to create some resources 
and podcast discussions about mental health, 
available to parents and young people. 

The podcasts provide information and resources 
around various mental health issues and the 

impact the current pandemic may have had on 
children. The topics of the podcasts include how 
to adjust to life after lockdown, how has lockdown 
affected children with disabilities and learning 
difficulties, anxiety and body image disorders. 
The podcasts will feature experts who will answer 
common questions families have. The special 
guests will be able to give advice to inspire/
educate the audience.

The podcast series will be available 
from September 2020 in the Active 
Harborough District Leicestershire 
and LSLSSP YouTube channels.

Return to Wellbeing Series

Activetogether@harborough.gov.uk    |   http://learningsouthleicestershiressp.org.uk/contact-us/



 

By Josh Evans

Currently, the world is still facing the Covid-19 
Pandemic. Whilst in the UK, we are beginning to 
re-open society; times are still concerning and 
uncertain as we all wait to find out how to adjust to 
the ‘new normal’.

The one shining light throughout this 
pandemic is the role of social media, 
despite it being depicted negatively 
in the news recently.  Lockdown 
in the UK and globally has limited 
social interaction and resulted in 
forced isolation, putting a great deal 
of stress on wellbeing and mental 
health. Social media has grown 
exponentially and has been vital during 
these times – allowing us to share, interact and 
be together, albeit virtually.

It has been the main source of information, 
especially for young people, informing us on the 
evolving situation around the world and giving 
us advice on how we can keep ourselves safe. 
Although, the increased use of social media has 
encouraged the spread of fake news. This includes 

promoting false cures and conspiracy theories, so 
just make sure to be careful about the information 
you read online.

Also, social media has provided endless positivity 
and showed the true generosity of people. I am 

sure you have all heard of Captain Tom 
Moore who has currently raised over £30 

million for the NHS – quite remarkable. 
Many young people have followed suit, 
thinking of innovative ways of raising 
money for charity and it has been 
incredible seeing people supporting 

each other for good causes. Initiatives 
like Instagram’s Stay at Home feature 

have helped and continued to support 
young people who are feeling isolated. As well 
as increasing connectivity, it encourages users to 
promote staying at home and social distancing, 
making everyone realise we are all in this together.

I think the role that social media has played for the 
most part has been incredible, certainly making me 
feel more connected and hopefully these benefits 
can continue in the future.ht

When lockdown began many people set goals, 
to get in shape, to learn more, to master that 
skill they’ve been putting off. But after weeks of 
being at home people have turned to alternative 
activities. When asked, people in the 11-16 age 
group responded that most of what they have 
been up to is sleeping, playing games and chilling 
out. There are different opinions on how this 
time should be spent but personally I say that 
whatever makes people happy, when these times 
of struggle hit we should worry about our mental 
health, something that has been vigorously tested 
during these times. 

 

But what can you do, now that this is nearly over 
how can we best help other people when they are 
in challenging situations, not too dissimilar from 
this. Well, I suggest trying to be productive, for me 
the best motivator was the endless list of activities 
I could do. For instance many people have taken 
a liking to many of the free workouts available 
online. Others, the amazing courses and lessons 
provided by trained teachers and professionals 
that could benefit you later in life. But there’s more 
than that, why not go through a movie watch list, 
or read a book series, re-organise your room, 
learn sign language, or even 
choreograph a dance. 
The possibilities 
are endless. Just 
as many people 
have seen, 
time is the best 
opportunity 
for growth. 

By Olivia Hall

A TIME FOR 
GROWTH

Positive Role of Social Media

Talk to yourself 
 like you would to 
someone you love.

Background artwork by Joshua Holloway



Travelling Forward Packs

The #BlackLivesMatter campaign
By Alice Shannon  

How it started!
The Black Lives Matter campaign started from 
social media in 2013, when people used the 
hashtag #BlackLivesMatter after the death of 
Trayvon Martin, when he was shot by George 
Zimmerman, at the age of 17 in February 2012. 
George didn’t get charged for his murder. In 2014, 
street protests began after the death of two African 
Americans; Michael Brown and Eric Garner. 
Following this, Black Lives Matter protesters 
became involved in the 2016 United States 
presidential election.  

What about now?
Now in 2020, the Black Lives Matter protests 
are still going on following the death of George 
Floyd. The riots are here to promote racial 
equality (to make black and white people equal, 
instead of white people being treated better); but 
remember social distancing! You can support the 
#BlackLivesMatter campaign by not only going 
to peaceful protests, but signing petitions. In the 
‘Where can I find out more?’ paragraph, there are 
websites to help you. These protests are going on 
all over the world, not just America. But why was 
George Floyd killed? George Floyd was accused 
of using a counterfeit $20 bill (fake money).  

Whether he did use the fake bill or not, being 
strangled to death was not a fair punishment. It 
was completely wrong and was clearly a criminal 
offence! Many people 
in the protests hold up 
banners with writing 
on it reading: “I can’t 
breathe!” These words 
were the very same as 
what George was saying 
when he was strangled. 

Where can I find 
out more?
If you want to be part 
of the peaceful protests 
and more social action, here are some reliable 
websites for what you need to know.  https://
blacklivesmatter.com/ = Black Lives Matter 
home page.  https://www.civilsociety.co.uk/
news = Civilsociety home page. https://www.
theguardian.com/world/black-lives-matter-
movement = The Guardian Black Lives Matter 
pages. Go and check them out! You can also be 
anti-racist and not just ‘not racist’ by educating 
yourself to speak up to racism by reading anti-
racist books. A great starter is ‘How To Argue With 
A Racist’ by Adam Rutherford. 

As everyone is aware since the end of March 2020 life has changed for us all and HCYC  
has not be able to continue its great work In the community, working in 
its usual way to reach and support young people. 
So new ways of reaching the young people 
had to be thought of. This included virtual 
sessions for the youth clubs via Zoom each 
week. And for the HCYC – Travelling Forward 
project we have put together packs for the 
Travelling Forward children so they can still 
have lots of fun, they include drawing books 
and pens, skipping rope, colouring in tasks 
and the Speak Out magazine.

Background artwork by Sophie Bonsignore

https://www.hcyc.org.uk/travelling-forward
https://www.facebook.com/HCYCprojects



By Felicity Bohannon

I was 20, and we had no parents, no place to 
call home - so for months we kept travelling. 
I thought, naively, that it might help. 
Everywhere me and my younger brother Tom 
went, even in the desert, or the mountainous 
Scottish countryside, it still followed him. A 
ghostly galleon, that looked about the size 
of a small warehouse, hung in the sky. He 
told me that it was becoming darker, closer 
and more vivid every time we moved, so we 
decided to settle into one of the colourful flats 
overlooking this cove. Maybe, he told me, if 
he observed it in one place for long enough, 
it might disappear. Unfortunately, quite the 
opposite happened. It was on this summer’s 
day that I saw it for the first time. 

After the sun had set, the farrago of people 
traipsed off the beach, exhausted, but happy. 

Out of the large windows of the living room I 
observed this magnificent sight and, content, 
I walked up the stairs and towards our shared 
bedrooms. Tom was lying in his twin bed on 
the left, reading, and I walked over to the 
mirror. Blankly, my reflection stared back at 
me. I was tall, with blue eyes and chestnut 
hair. I was wearing plain blue fluffy pyjamas, 
like Tom and although we both had different 
coloured hair, we had the same piercing 
sapphires for eyes.

The bedroom was quaint and dull as we had 
not much time to move our things into it yet. 
As I lay under the comforting covers of my 
bed, all should have been well, yet there was 
an unshakeable premonition, so profound, 
that as I dozed off, I was aware simply that 
something sinister was about to happen.

 A haunting pursuit
CHAPTER 2

To be continued in the next edition.

By Callum Renwick
‘The Three-Body Problem’ by Cixin Liu-
Book  Review:

The Three-Body Problem is indisputably a 
science-fiction novel, but it makes itself special 
in that its opening chapters don’t contain a 
single reference that would make this obvious 
to a reader going in blind. The story opens with 
a powerful narration of the violent death of a 
15-year-old girl during the Cultural Revolution in 
China (a political and social crisis from 1966 to 
1976). She is part of the Red Guards, a social 
movement and paramilitary made up of students, 
who zealously champion the philosophy of the 
then effective leader of China, Mao Zedong; 
and in a battle between rival factions of the Red 
Guards, whilst stood on the battlements of her 
faction’s headquarters, she is shot and dies 
instantly.

This scene has a poetic, beautiful quality which 
contrasts strongly with the unfriendly images 
of scientific apparatus, conspiracy and political 
intrigue which form the backdrop for most of 
the rest of the novel. For me, this dissimilarity is 
what makes The Three-Body Problem satisfying: 

the author manages to cover 
meaningful topics in physics, 
philosophy and history all within 
the same story. By combining 
themes, the author smartly 
avoids cliché – plot elements are 
pulled from different themes, so 
the novel never draws on a single 
source of inspiration too much. On 
the other hand, I would warn the 
reader that if they have no interest 
at all in science or philosophy, The Three-Body 
Problem’s frequent choice to weave scientific 
ideas into the thread of the story may leave them 
confused, and hence indifferent to significant 
plot twists.

Publications which deal significantly with 
subjects as weighty as philosophy are often 
dry and tedious, but The Three-Body Problem 
ably sidesteps this pitfall, narrating a tense and 
gripping sequence of events, which has several 
significant twists. I would strongly recommend 
The Three-Body Problem to any reader who 
wants a mature, intellectual storyline and is 
interested in science, history, or speculative 
fiction.

I give myself 
permission 
to feel good 
right now.

You can love 
yourself the way 
you are also want 
to change.



 

Some articles in Speak Out are kindly 
sponsored by the Harborough District 
Community Safety Partnership. However,  
all views expressed are those of members  
of the Speak Out Team.

Chill Out 
Projects
HCYC is a local charity focused on 
delivering services and projects to meet 
identified needs and gaps in services for 
children and young people across the 
Harborough District.

South Kilworth “SKY” Club
Day: Wednesdays
Time: 6.45pm to 8.45pm
Age Range: 8 to 16 (12+ only 7.45 to 8.45pm)
Venue: South Kilworth Village Hall

Great Glen Youth Club
Day: Thursdays
Time: 6.30pm to 8.00pm
Age Range: 8 to 16 
Venue: Great Glen Youth Centre

Great Easton Youth Club
Day: Mondays
Time: 5.30pm to 7pm
Age Range: 11 to 16
Venue: Great Easton Village Hall

Current Term-Time  Drop in/
Open Access Provision

Here is the part of the magazine where  
you can have your say! Here is some feedback  
about the last edition.

www.hcyc.org.uk

Have Your Say

I really like how this issue of the magazine looks, using artwork 
for the background was a great idea. In fact, this may be one 
of my favourite issues of Speak Out yet! Great work everyone! 
- Callum

That is one hell of a good Speak Out edition. It 
does look great with all those background images 
from young people. I like the fact that the article on 
Coronavirus doesn’t dominate, and has a positive spin 
to it. Brilliant stuff! - Stella

South Kilworth “SKY” Club  

will be back for Autumn Term!

Count the Rabbits 
Competition Results  

Background artwork by Alice Shannon

Lockdown has developed new interests for 
many – some kick start their day with exercise,  
others do crafts or garden and for many 
baking and eating have filled the time (and expanded 
waistlines!).

Nicki Burgess (Welland Park Academy) approached 
VASL Community Champions with another opportunity 
interacting with older generations via e mail and phone 
calls. “I have students who want to meet a person from 
another generation and see how others are coping with 
the lockdown. What do you think?”

It was a good idea. Volunteers are enjoying their email 
correspondence and there are 6 emailing students 
regularly. 

For more information or to volunteer contact VASL 
Community Champions at 01858 439262.

How did you find out about 
the Intergenerational ePals 

project?

Mrs Burgess sent an email 
out to all students telling 

them what her idea was  
and asking if anybody wanted 

to be involved.

What inspired you to take part?

I wanted to talk to someone I didn’t know. I get 
on with older people and I wouldn’t want anyone 
to be lonely, especially over these times. I wanted 
someone different to talk to, someone who has a 
different background and interests.

Has taking part made you want to be more active in 
helping in the community in the future?

Definitely. I have helped at other VASL events at 
school and really want to do that again. I  want to 
be a farmer in the future which can really help the 
community.

I am part of the Army cadets.  We get involved 
in quite a lot of community events. I am 
passionate about the RNLI.  When we 
are in Devon I get the opportunity to 
speak to the crew members after 
their training and to talk to ex-crew 
members in their charity shop. 

VASL -   
Intergenerational ePals project  

In the rush to return 
back to normal, use 
this time TO consider 
which parts of normal 
are worth rushing 
back to.

In the last edition Spring/Summer  
2020 we ran a count the Rabbit’s  
competition. There were x10 rabbits in  
total and the lucky winner that got the answer  
right was: Priya Modhwadia who will receive a 
fantastic chocolate egg.

“I don’t have 
much opportunity to 

speak with young people 
so I look forward to 

reading what my pen 
pal has to say.”

“I love it. The student’s 
e-mail makes my day.  
I feel privileged to be  

his email friend.”

Great Glen & Great Easton 

are unfortunately temporarily 

suspended for Autumn Term

https://www.hcyc.org.uk/

